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Chapter 3011 
Seeing Philip imprisoned inside the golden bell, Silva sneered and said, “Elder Kirk, 
you’re worthy of being one of the three elders of the Larson family. Your strength is 
unparalleled!” 

Kirk laughed and said, “Patriarch, please rest assured that this brat has been 
suppressed by the golden bell and won’t be able to escape.” 

While saying that, Kirk’s face was full of pride. 

When Hogan and Cynthia saw this scene, they were anxious and shouted, “Philip!” 

However, no matter how Cynthia shouted, there was no response from the golden bell. 

Kirk looked at Cynthia coldly and said, “As a member of the Larson family, you dare 
collude with outsiders and try to take the grandmaster out. You should be punished!” 

With that said, Kirk grabbed Hogan and Cynthia with one hand. However, at this 
moment, an angry roar came from the golden bell, “If you dare to do anything to her, I’ll 
chop your hands off!” 

The roar resounded throughout Larson Manor. Kirk and the others immediately looked 
at the golden bell in shock. 

Kirk laughed and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, you can’ t even help yourself now. How 
dare you say such arrogant words?” 

However, Philip’s sneer responded. “I just wanted to see how solid this bell is.” 

With that said… 

Clang! 

Philip punched the wall of the golden bell from the inside. In an instant, the imprint of his 
fist was left on the wall. 

Clang! 

Another punch! 

Clang, clink! 

One after another, the punches rang out! 



Kirk’s face darkened as he stared at the golden bell with dozens of fist marks smashed 
by Philip from the inside. He shouted angrily, “Junior, your efforts are in vain! My golden 
bell is a powerful magic weapon that’s intertwined with the power of the rules! If you 
don’t have the strength to break the rules with one punch, don’t think of escaping from 
the bell!” 

“Oh, really?” 

An icy voice rang from the bell and resounded in the sky. Immediately after, in 
everyone’s astonished gaze, Philip punched the wall of the golden bell! 

Crack! 

A breaking sound was heard. Everyone was shocked and stared intently at the golden 
bell. 

Cracks appeared on the surface. 

“This…” 

Boom! 

In an instant, the bell was smashed to pieces by Philip. He stood on the spot, his eyes 
flashing red. The chimera mark between his eyebrows was even brighter. 

When the bell was shattered, Kirk spat out a mouthful of blood and was knocked out 
dozens of meters. He fell heavily to the ground, his eyes were full of disbelief. 

Philip smashed the bell with one punch, and his aura seemed higher than the sky. He 
stared coldly at the three elders and said, “Three elders, you can fight me all at once…” 

The three elders of the Larson family were outraged by Philip’s remark. The last elder 
stepped out at this moment with his hands behind his hunched back, his eyes profound. 

He looked at Philip and said in a mellow manner, “Young Patriarch Clarke, this is the 
Larson family, after all. I hope you’ll stop and not go too far.” 

Philip looked at the last elder, and a chill flashed in the corner of his eyes. For some 
reason, Philip felt that the old man in front of him was not ordinary. His eyes seemed to 
be twinkling with stars, which was definitely not something seen among people in the 
seventh zone. 

“What if I insist on taking my grandfather out today?” Philip asked coldly. 

The old man was silent for a moment before he shook his head and said, “Don’t blame 
me for being ruthless, then…” 



Chapter 3012 
The old man suddenly exploded with tremendous energy pressure and the power of 
rules. This aura soared to the sky and swept over the area in an instant. A terrifying 
power abruptly appeared in the world. 

As the aura spread, all the powerful forces in Fernvale sensed it and looked in the 
direction of Larson Manor. 

“A half-step to the other shore?” 

“How is this possible? There’s a half-step to the other shore in Fernvale!” 

“It’s in the direction of the Larson family, so it must be that old monster! This is 
unexpected. After decades, he has advanced to that realm!” 

In an instant, the powerhouses in Fernvale moved out and rushed to Larson Manor, 
wanting to see the supreme strength of the half-step to the other shore. 

At this moment, Philip’s face grew darker and more intense. He never expected that the 
old man in front of him had concealed his strength and was actually a half-step to the 
other shore. The moment this aura appeared, Philip’s aura was steadily suppressed. 

Philip scowled as he felt a sense of oppression from the power of rules. That old man 
was interfering with the power of rules. 

Was that the strength of a half-step to the other shore? 

They could interfere with the power of rules. 

Before this, Philip had once fought against a half-step to the other shore, but he could 
only do his best to escape at that time. Now, although he was in a similar predicament, 
Philip had the desire to fight. He wanted to know how strong a half-step to the other 
shore was! 

“Come, fight!” Philip roared angrily. 

He raised his hand and the Greenpeak Sword Formation descended from the sky. One 
after another, the Greenpeak Sword shadows in Philip’s hand like long green dragons, 
stabbing the old man with a bang! 

The old man narrowed his eyes with a faint smile on his mouth and said, “Young 
Patriarch Clarke, although you’re strong, the gap between the seventh zone and a half-
step to the other shore is huge. It’s an understanding and comprehension of the rules. 
Although you have the strength of the seventh zone, you’re no different from ordinary 
people to me.” 



With that said, the old man raised his hand. Suddenly, the clouds in the sky formed a 
cloud sword and slashed the green dragon fomied by a green sword shadow with earth-
shattering force. 

Rumble! 

The cloud sword smashed the Greenpeak Sword dragon into pieces and shattered the 
Greenpeak Sword Formation in the sky with one sword. The commotion was huge and 
the power was boundless. Terrifying energy fluctuations spread in all directions. 

Philip’s Greenpeak Sword Formation was shattered with one blow. He frowned with a 
look of astonishment in his eyes. He never expected a half-step to the other shore to be 
so strong. His Greenpeak Sword Formation was shattered with just one blow. 

“Young Patriarch Clarke, do you still want to fight?” The old man still stood with his 
hands behind his back, looking at Philip coldly. 

Philip frowned, and the chimera mark between his eyebrows grew brighter. He roared 
as his body surged with red flames! 

The giant chimera behind him also roared angrily at this moment and held a flaming 
chimera sword in its hand! 

“Slash!” 

Chapter 3013 
Philip roared and raised his hand in a slashing motion. The giant chimera behind him 
slashed the old man with the chimera sword. With huge commotion, the huge chimera 
sword with the raging power of flames slashed down in anger as if destroying the world. 

The old man raised his eyebrows, and his eyes flickered. He raised his hand and 
pointed at the sky! 

Boom! 

In an instant, the old man’s finger burst with terrifying energy rules and slammed into 
the chimera sword like a tsunami. 

Boom! 

The terrifying energy that erupted from his finger bombarded the chimera sword and 
tremendous flame energy blasted in all directions. At the same time, the giant chimera 
took a few steps back and roared indignantly. 

The old man still stood in the same spot motionless. He looked at Philip indifferently and 
said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, do you still want to continue?” 



Philip frowned and made a rough judgment. He was not a match for this old man. A 
forced battle would be a dead end for him. However, he was unwilling to admit defeat. 
He had to take his grandfather out. Thus, Philip simply directed all the energy and rules 
in his body on the golden White Marsh mark on his arm! 

At that moment, an extremely powerful aura appeared in the world. This aura continued 
to grow and increase. The golden mark on Philip’s arm grew brighter and more 
exuberant. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a golden wave burst out from Philip’s body! 

The wave contained destructive pressure and the supreme power of the royal family. In 
an instant, it swept over the entire Larson Manor, the entire Fernvale, and spread 
throughout the country. Even Zeus in the sacred city far away sensed this royal 
pressure. 

Bang! 

Zeus was stationed in the sacred city at this moment. The sacred sword hanging from 
the throne behind him buzzed constantly with strong sword intent. 

Zeus frowned and looked at the sacred sword. A chill flashed in his eyes as he said, 
“The power of the royal family of the other shore?” 

At this time, all the powerful beings a half-step to the other shore in this country felt the 
royal pressure that just appeared in the world. They were shocked and grave. 

“Why is there the pressure of the royal family of the other shore at this time? Is the 
stargate opened?” 

“It’s Fernvale! The pressure of the royal family of the other shore is coming from there!” 

“Fernvale? The Larson family? Was the passage left by that person breached?” 

For a time, the powerful beings a half-step to the other shore and several pseudo-
realms to the other shore stared intently in the direction of Fernvale. Then, they set off 
and rushed to Fernvale! 

On Philip’s side, the moment the royal pressure surged out of him, the old man on the 
opposite side was full of astonishment. His eyes popped wide open as he muttered in 
amazement, “P-Pressure from the other shore?” 

How could this be? Absolutely impossible! 



The old man’s face went pale in disbelief. The golden wave from Philip overwhelmed 
him and even affected the power of rules in this world. He was a powerhouse half-step 
to the other shore, but he was overwhelmed by this aura! 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a huge golden shadow of the White Marsh appeared in the sky. The shadow 
looked very blurry, and its whole body was golden, but its true appearance was 
obscured. However, although only a vague outline was seen, the shadow looked very 
imposing with a strong sense of ancient mystery that spanned across history! 

In just an instant, the golden shadow gave people a strong sense of oppression from 
the soul. 

Chapter 3014 
With just a simple glance from the golden shadow, the old man a half-step to the other 
shore trembled and felt a strong sense of crisis welling up in his heart. 

What a strong aura! What a terrifying gaze! 

The old man stood on the spot, not daring to move an inch. Faced with such pressure, 
he could not take action or move an inch. 

The members of the Larson family around had no thoughts of resistance either. 

How could Philip produce such pressure? 

Silva and the others on the side were also full of astonishment, looking up at the 
imposing golden figure in the sky in awe. It was simply overwhelming. That golden 
shadow must be invincible to have such an aura. 

Philip glared at the old man and said angrily, “Old thing, do you dare to fight me?” 

This angry roar was enhanced by the imposing golden figure and shocked everyone. 
The thunderous sound rushed toward the old man! 

Puff! 

The guardian elder spat a mouthful of blood and was sent flying out several meters 
before he fell heavily to the ground. 

“Brother!” 

Seeing this, Chip and Kirk dashed over to help the old man up from the ground while 
staring at Philip angrily. No one expected that an angry shout could send a half-step to 
the other shore flying. 



Who was this golden shadow? 

What level of strength did it possess? 

Silva and the other Larson family members frowned and felt a chill up their spines. This 
was too scary. The guardian elder spat blood from just one sentence! 

First Guardian Elder Quincy Larson stood up staggeringly at this moment. He stared at 
Philip, feeling uneasy. He was already a half-step to the other shore, but he was 
knocked back with just a sentence by this golden apparition. 

Terrifying! 

Golden waves rippled from Philip’s body, and his aura soared as if it was about to break 
through the heavens. Seeing this, Quincy frowned and dared not step forward. 

Philip’s cold eyes swept over everyone. Where his gaze passed, everyone lowered their 
heads and dared not look at him. Then, he stared at Silva and said, “Silva, I want to 
take my grandfather out. Do you dare to stop me?” 

Silva felt indignant, but seeing that the first guardian elder had spat blood, he could only 
get out of the way. 

Philip snorted coldly, looked at Cynthia, and said, “Take Grandpa out first.” 

“What about you?” Cynthia asked worriedly, her eyes full of love. 

Philip said, “You go first. I’ll catch up with you later.” 

After that, he looked at Hogan and said, “Please take care of Grandpa.” 

Hogan looked at the situation in front and immediately realized something. He nodded, 
pulled Cynthia who was pushing the grandmaster’s wheelchair, and left. Cynthia turned 
back with every other step, her face full of anxiety. 

Chapter 3015 
Philip smiled. He could not move now. To be precise, he could not leave this place. That 
was because this golden apparition needed him. 

If he moved, this golden apparition would be disfigured and his aura would plummet. At 
that time, the three guardian elders would definitely notice something. Even if Cynthia 
and the others wanted to leave, they could not. 

After they left, Philip looked at Silva and the others for 10 minutes! 



10 minutes later, Philip’s aura suddenly dropped, and the golden apparition disappeared 
instantly. 

Puff! 

Philip spat a mouthful of blood. That was the price for triggering the golden mark by 
force. His energy and the power of rules were exhausted at this moment. 

Seeing this, Chip and Kirk frowned and shouted, “So you were just bluffing!” 

Philip wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and said with a smile, “So what?” 

Chip was furious and shouted, “Brat, now that you’re alone and seriously injured, you’re 
still so arrogant. Aren’t you worried that you’ll die here?” 

After saying that, Chip made a move, wanting to avenge his suffering just now. 
However, suddenly, a loud voice filled with mighty pressure knocked Chip back. 

“Chip Larson, have you forgotten what I told you back then?” 

Everyone looked in the direction of the voice and saw a figure walking over from a 
distance. 

The master of the Gentleman Court, Benny Larson! 

When Benny arrived, he looked at Silva and the others coldly and said, “Silva Larson, 
you’re getting bolder now…” 

Seeing Benny here, a chill flashed in the corner of Silva’s eyes. He said, “Uncle, I didn’t 
expect you to come here.” 

Benny snorted coldly, glanced at Philip who was in a state of decline, and said, “I want 
to take him away.” 

Hearing this, Silva frowned and said coldly, “Uncle, you’re no longer a member of the 
Larson family. This is a matter of the Larson family. It’s best if you don’t interfere.” 

“Oh, are you threatening me?” Benny said with a smile and looked at Silva coldly. 

Silva was startled and suddenly felt as if he was locked by vague murderous intent. 

“Uncle, are you really going to betray the Larson family?” Silva asked coldly. 

Benny sneered and said, “Silva, on the account that you’re the son of my eldest brother, 
I have to advise you that your actions have deviated from the Larson family principles. If 



this goes on, the Larson family will be destroyed in your hands. I hope you’ll reflect on 
it.” 

After saying that, Benny looked at Philip and said, “Can you walk?” 

Philip nodded and walked toward Benny. 

Benny and Philip were about to leave. 

At this moment, Silva suddenly roared, “Three elders, stop them! There’s no turning 
back for the Larson family now. If they leave, they’ll become our greatest enemy!” 

Hearing that, the three elders blocked Benny’s path. 

Benny frowned, looked at Quincy, and said, “A half-step to the other shore is indeed a 
valuable resource to this world. However, it doesn’t mean that you can’t be killed. 
Quincy Larson, it’s not easy for you to reach this level. You should cherish it.” 

Quincy frowned and said, “Court Master Larson, you’re right, but as the guardian elder 
of the Larson family, I can’t go against the wishes of the patriarch. I don’t want to have a 
conflict with you, so I hope that you can leave Young Patriarch Clarke behind and not 
interfere in the Larson family’s affairs.” 

“Hahaha!” Benny laughed and said, “Quincy, you’re good but too fastidious, which is a 
pity. The fate of the Larson family has reached its end. No matter how you struggle, 
there’s no place for you in the troubled world in the future. Do you still want to protect 
the Larson family?” 

Quincy’s face darkened and said after long hesitation, “Even so, I’ll still protect it.” 

Benny nodded and said, “Let’s determine the outcome with one move, then…” 

Chapter 3016 
Hearing this, Quincy frowned, looked at Benny coldly, and said, “Court Master Larson, 
are you sure you want to do this?” 

Benny looked at Quincy coldly and said, “Fight if you want to. Don’t talk too much.” 

“Okay!” 

Quincy’s face was stern as his aura surged. Then, he threw a punch at Benny. 
However, Benny glanced at him in disdain, raised his hand, and met his punch. 

Boom! 



The two fists collided, but there was no dazzling energy fluctuation or terrifying power of 
rules. It was just like two normal people fighting. However, Quincy staggered back and 
spat a mouthful of blood, his eyes full of surprise. Then, he laughed at himself and said, 
“So you’ve reached this level!” 

Benny withdrew his hand, looked at Quincy indifferently, and said to Philip, “Let’s go.” 

This time, no one dared to stop them. 

Silva watched helplessly as Benny took Philip away. A few minutes later, he flew into a 
rage. 

“Elder Quincy, what’s going on here? You’re a powerhouse half-step to the other shore. 
How could you lose to Benny Larson?” Silva asked coldly in displeasure. 

Quincy shook his head and said, “Patriarch, I didn’t lose to him, but someone was 
lurking in the dark. Benny is a half-step to the other shore too, but the thought intent in 
the dark just now had locked onto us. If I really dared to fight to a draw or defeat Benny, 
the Larson family would definitely be eradicated today…” 

Hiss! 

Hearing this, all members of the Larson family gasped! 

Someone lurking in the dark? 

“Who’s in the dark?” Silva asked with a frown. 

Quincy raised his eyebrows, looked into the distance, and said, “They’re here within the 
territory of Fernvale. Patriarch, get ready. We’ll be facing revenge from the Clarke family 
soon enough.” 

Hearing this, Silva scowled and looked in the direction where Quincy was looking. 

Just now, several figures a half-step to the other shore had appeared in Fernvale and 
locked on to several people in Larson Manor. That was the reason Quincy lost. 

On Benny’s side, he brought Philip out and met Cynthia and the others who had been 
waiting at the door. 

“Philip, how are you? Are you alright?” Cynthia ran over and hugged Philip. 

Philip smiled and said, “I’m fine.” 

No sooner had he said that than he keeled over and fell to the ground. 



“Philip!” 

Everyone panicked. 

Benny glanced at Philip and said, “Let’s take him back first.” 

Chapter 3017 
Soon, they brought Philip back to a hotel. There, Benny treated Philip with some silver 
needles. 

After half a day, he heaved a sigh, got up, and said, “He’ll be fine after a few days. He 
used some energy that didn’t belong to him and suffered a backlash.” 

Cynthia sat on one side, looking at Philip with concern and anxiety. For the next few 
days, Cynthia took care of Philip gently and meticulously. 

On the third day, Philip finally woke up, but he was still very weak 

“How long have I been unconscious?” That was Philip’s first question after he woke up. 

Cynthia hurriedly helped Philip up and said with a smile, “Three days…” 

Philip frowned and asked, “How’s Grandpa?” 

Hearing this, Cynthia’s face darkened as she said sadly, “Granduncle Benny said that 
the grandmaster is terminally ill and doesn’t have much time left. Even he can’t do 
anything about it.” 

Philip frowned and said, “Bring me to Grandpa.” 

Cynthia helped Philip and came to the grandmaster’s room. 

In the room, Benny had given the grandmaster some treatment and stabilized his 
condition for the time being. 

Seeing Philip come in, Benny got up and said, “You’re awake.” 

Philip glanced at the old man lying on the bed and asked, “How’s my grandfather?” 

Benny was silent for a moment before he shook his head and said, “His situation isn’t 
very optimistic. His illness is already at a critical stage. My treatment is just to maintain 
the vitality in his body. Over time, this method will lose its effect.” 

Hearing that, Philip knelt in front of Benny with a thud and said, “Please save my 
grandfather, Court Master Larson…” 



Seeing this, Benny’s expression turned cold. He signaled Cynthia to pull Philip up and 
said, “Philip, your grandfather is my father too. I’ll save him, of course. But I have no 
way to do that now, unless…” 

“Unless what?” Philip asked nervously. 

Benny wiped his hands with a wet towel, walked to the large French window, looked at 
the gloomy sky outside, and said, “Unless you can enter the stargate to the other shore 
and find the Undying Medicine that your mother brought back the last time.” 

“Undying Medicine?” Philip frowned in confusion. 

Benny sighed and said, “Your mother once entered the land of the other shore and 
returned with a lot of good things. This Undying Medicine is among them.” 

“Where’s that medicine, then?” Philip asked. 

Benny turned his head, stared at Philip seriously, and said, “Your father took that 
medicine. Back then, your mother entered the other shore for three years just to find the 
medicine for your father to bring him back to life from the brink of death.” 

Philip was stunned upon hearing this! His father nearly died back then? 

His mother entered the other shore, found the medicine, and saved his father? 

He only knew about this secret now. 

Seeing the changes on Philip’s face, Benny said, “At that time, you weren’t born yet. 
You were born the year after your mother returned, so it’s within reason if you didn’t 
know about such things.” 

“But how did my mother enter the stargate? Isn’t it under close guard?” Philip asked. 

Benny explained, “Your mother used the treasure in the Larson family’s secret vault to 
open a passage to the other shore.” 

Hearing this, Philip frowned. 

He looked at his grandfather lying on the bed and said, “I didn’t find any clues about the 
Larson family’s secret vault when I was in the Mystic Cave in Mystic City.” 

Benny smiled and said, “That’s because the clues are no longer in the Mystic Cave.” 

“Where are they, then?” Philip asked. 



Benny shook his head and said, “I don‘ t know, maybe only your mother knows. 
However, your mother left a clue in the sixth zone of the Nonagon’s stargate. If you 
want to know the clues to the vault, you can go there.” 

‘The sixth zone?’ Philip suddenly remembered that his mother once left something in 
the sixth zone. 

Could it be the clues to the secret vault? 

Chapter 3018 
Philip’s expression turned grave. The thing his mother left behind was in the sixth zone. 

The Multidew Herb that could cure Wynn’s golden blood syndrome also seemed 
connected to the Nonagon. Wynn’s memory chip was also with the Lovelace family in 
Cochly Mountain. 

Everything was related to Cochly Mountain, the Nonagon, and the stargate in Cochly 
Mountain. 

Philip was silent for a long while before he glanced at his grandfather lying on the bed 
and asked, “If I can enter the other shore to get the Undying Medicine, how long can my 
grandfather last?” 

Benny glanced at the grand master’s face, which was slightly black, and said, “I’ll try my 
best to keep him alive, but I don’t know how long he can last. Based on his current 
condition, it’ll be one year at most. In other words, you only have one year to find the 
passage or open the stargate to enter the other shore and find the medicine and bring it 
back.” 

After he finished speaking, Philip’s face became more solemn. 

One year… The time was too short. Moreover, he was not strong enough yet, and his 
knowledge about the other shore was practically zero. 

How could he find the medicine in one year? 

It took his mother three years, so could he do it in a year? 

At this time, Benny suddenly said, “There are few clues about the Multidew Herb you’re 
looking for to cure Wynn’s golden blood syndrome because there’s no such thing in this 
world at all. The real herb has always been on the other shore. Back then, your mother 
discovered the Multidew Herb, but due to some reasons, she couldn’t get it and only 
brought back the Undying Medicine… According to your mother, the efficacy of the 
Multidew Herb is 10 times that of the Undying Medicine. It’s the real deal.” 



Hearing that, Philip grew tenser. After such a big circle, the Multidew Herb he had been 
looking for was actually on the other shore. 

How could he get his hands on it? 

“Are there really no signs of the Multidew Herb in this world at all?” Philip asked. 

Benny sighed and said, “As far as I know, no. Even your father couldn’t get it. He once 
saw the herb back then right behind the stargate. It absorbed the heavenly aura and the 
power of rules and took on human form. He caught a glimpse of it but didn’t manage to 
catch it.” 

Hiss! 

Hearing this, Philip realized how unfortunate it was that his father merely caught a 
glimpse of it and missed the opportunity to catch hold of it. 

Chapter 3019 
At this point, the choice was displayed in front of Philip. 

The medicine that his grandfather needed and the Multidew Herb that Wynn needed 
were available on the other shore. 

If he did not go to the other shore, he could not save his grandfather and Wynn. 
Moreover, Philip had always wanted to understand the secrets of the other shore. 
Otherwise, the civilization of this world would sooner or later be undermined by the land 
of the other shore. 

After a long silence, Philip had not decided how to face the next situation. 

No matter what he did, he had to first go to the sixth zone of the stargate in Cochly 
Mountain to obtain what his mother left behind back then. 

Benny looked at Philip’s serious face, patted him on the shoulder lightly, and said, “Your 
choice determines the fate of the people you care about and also your fate. At this point, 
I can no longer predict your fate. Philip, you’re the variable in this unfathomable world 
and the only variable in the future. You need to think carefully. These may be your 
personal choices, but to a larger extent, they may cause a butterfly effect and change 
the general course of the world…” 

With that said, Benny left the room. 

Philip sat on the sofa and glanced at the old man lying on the bed with Cynthia by his 
side. 

“Philip, are you really going to that other shore?” Cynthia asked. 



Philip made no reply. He did not know either. It was a land of peril full of the unknown 
and a world with a second civilization. If he really wanted to go, he had to make a lot of 
advanced preparations. 

“Yes, because I want to save Wynn and Grandpa…” Finally, Philip said seriously, his 
eyes full of determination. 

That was right. Philip had to go. No matter what, he had to explore that unknown world 
and find the Multidew Herb and Undying Medicine. 

After a moment of silence, Cynthia fidgeted and said, “Can you take me with you? I 
want to be with you.” 

Philip looked sideways at Cynthia and said, “I know you’re worried about me, but it’s an 
unknown world. Even my parents are highly cautious. I can’t even guarantee my safety, 
so how can I protect you?” 

“But…” Cynthia wanted to say something else, but Philip’s eyes said everything. 

After a moment of silence, Cynthia said, “I’ll stay here and wait for you to come back.” 

Philip smiled and said, “Don’t worry. Now isn’t the time yet.” 

After saying that, Philip looked at his grandfather on the bed. After a long time, he left 
the room. 

When he returned to his room, he sought Fennel and the others and asked, “I’m going 
to Cochly Mountain to find what my mother left behind.” 

Hearing this, Fennel frowned and asked, “Are you serious?” 

Philip nodded decisively and said, “Yes. Besides, Wynn’s memory chip is also with the 
Lovelace family at Cochly Mountain. I have to go and settle the score with the Lovelace 
family!” 

Fennel scowled. After thinking for a long time, he said, “Philip, Cochly Mountain is not 
as simple as you think. That place is different from everything here. If you go there on 
impulse, I’m afraid you’ll offend many people. Moreover, those people in Cochly 
Mountain are unpredictable freaks. Their actions can’t be speculated by common 
sense.” 

Philip frowned and said, “I know, but even so, I have to go.” 

Philip had decided to go. No matter how Fennel and the others persuaded him, he had 
to go. 



In the end, Fennel said, “In that case, I’ll go with you. We can look out for each other.” 

Philip smiled, gave Fennel a high-five, and said, “Thanks…” 

Fennel shrugged and said, “To be honest, I haven’t gone back for a long time. I really 
miss the days when I was training and studying in Cochly Mountain.” 

Things were decided. 

Two days later, Philip decided to go back to Riverdale to deal with personal matters. 
After all, Mila and Nelson were still in Riverdale. 

As soon as the private plane entered Riverdale, the airport was under lockdown. 

Bodyguards in black suits surrounded the entire airport. Theo Zander waited 
respectfully at the airport with the chairman of the Riverdale Chamber of Commerce and 
the current chairman of Beacon Group. 

Seeing Philip and the others getting off the plane, Theo immediately stepped forward 
and said with a bow, “Welcome home, Young Patriarch.” 

Philip took a deep breath and felt a surge of emotions. He patted Theo on the shoulder 
and said, “Let’s go home first.” 

“Yes!” Theo said. 

Soon, a convoy of black Maybachs headed to First Palace. 

Chapter 3020 
Before Philip’s convoy reached the First Palace, Martha and Charles were already 
waiting. Since early in the morning, Mila was also eager to see Philip. 

At this moment, Martha sat in the living room anxiously and kept looking at Charles, 
who was sulking beside her. 

“Charles, tell me what we should do when Philip returns later.” 

Martha looked very nervous, and her face was full of worry. 

Charles sat on the sofa, glared at Martha angrily, and said, “How dare you ask me? If 
not for you, we wouldn’t be in this predicament.” 

Hearing this, Martha felt very uneasy and immediately burst into tears. She said, “I was 
cheated. Do you think I’m willing to lose so much money?” 

“Hmph!” Charles snorted coldly, feeling angry. 



Two weeks ago, Martha went out with some friends and learned to gamble. Gambling 
was no big deal, but she lost 30 million! 

Charles did not know about this at first. Later, Martha felt indignant and wanted to win 
back the money she lost. She mortgaged First Palace and also some shares of Beacon 
Group, but she lost everything! 

In total, she lost 500 million! 

Yes! Martha Yates, the spendthrift, actually lost 500 million! 

Martha had been hiding this, but her friend brought the debt collector to the doorstep the 
other day and exposed everything. 

When Charles found out, he was so angry that he almost had a heart attack. They 
dared not tell Philip or Theo and could only keep it a secret. However, the debt 
collectors said they would return in a few days to collect the debt. 

Now that Philip was coming back, Martha was anxious. If Philip found out that she had 
lost 500 million, she would end up in a bad state. 

“Charles, you have to think of a way. What should I do?” Martha subbed. 

Charles frowned and said, “We have no other choice but to tell Philip the truth. It’s 500 
million after all, and this villa belongs to him. He’ll find out sooner or later.” 

Hearing this, Martha panicked. She grabbed Charles and exclaimed, “No, we can’t tell 
him. If he finds out, I’ll be dead!” 

Charles snorted coldly and said, “What else do you want to do? You disagree with all 
my suggestions. I don‘t care about this matter anymore. Figure it out yourself!” 

Martha was stunned by his remark. 

At this time, the nanny ran in from the door and shouted happily, “Master, Madam, the 
young master is back!” 

Thump! 

Hearing this, Martha was so frightened that she almost fell off the sofa. 

 


